This week at The Cambridge Spanish
Centre ...

We're meeting up!
The Spansh Meetup group is back! Tomorrow at 7.30pm, Wednesday
18th, we're heading to The Emporor Tapas Bar on Hills Road to drink beers
and speak Spanish! It's a great opportunity to meet "Nuevo Amigos" (as we
might say here) and practice Spanish. It's a free event, and appropriate for all
levels - so don't hesitate to drop in whenever you can! The Centre's very own
Weronika will be their to meet you and help guide the conversations.

The new author of these newsletters, Sam, is a huge fan of this meet up! Last
year, he was just a Canadian kid with little to no Spanish to speak of. Now, he
has the power to hold down a *rough* conversation with the over 1bn Spanish
speakers in the world, and has friends from all over Spain and Latin America!
If this sounds like something you would be keen to check out, join us
and say "Hola".
Come to the Meetup!

Spanish Cine Club

Spanish Book Club

Cine Club has restarted! At 7pm, on

The first Book Club of the term takes

Friday 20th of September, we will
screen No Se Aceptan
Devoluciones right here at the
Cambridge Spanish Centre. It's free,
so be sure to arrive on time to grab a
seat!
No Se Aceptan Devoluciones is a
Mexican Comedy Drama. It was
released in 2013, and was nominated

place on Thursday, October 3rd,
at 6pm. Join us for a vivid discussion
about La Loca de la Casa, a page
turning semi-autobiographical novel
written by renowned Spanish author,
Rosa Montero.
La Loca de la Casa has been
described by critics as "An
outstanding work (of) considerable

for a People's Choice Award in the
category of Favorite Comedic Movie.

literary skill". High praise can also be
found in review section of Amazon;

We look forward to welcoming you!
Post film discussions inevitably end up

Book Club entrance costs £10. You

in the Emporer Pub which is just
accross the road!
Check out Cine Club

"Unusual, but utterly compelling".

can pick up a copy of Rosa Montero's
book here.
Check out Book Club

Drop in Conversation Classes have started!
Drop in Conversation classes are back! Maria, a native speaker from
Madrid will be hosting sessions every Tuesday at 12.30pm. The
sessions are 45 minutes and cost £10 each (or £40 for 5).

As I write, It's 12.30 at the Cambridge Spanish Centre and there is a flurry of
activity. A small group of new faces are making their way up the stairs. "Hola ....
Que tal? .... Soy aqui por Maria y la clase de conversación". Maria's head pops up
from behind a door, and she gregariously becons them into a classroom. "Hola,
Hola!"
Speakers of all levels are welcome, the atmosphere is small and intimate so
everyone gets a chance to have their say! Topics are spontaniously chosen and
have ranged from The Perfect Holiday to Nuclear Power. If you want to develop
your conversational Spanish in a friendly and relaxed atmosphere look no
further! Drop in next Tuesday and meet Maria.
Meet Maria
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